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Chained to You
The Billionaire’s Kiss is a new adult contemporary
romance with a Scottish, alpha male hero and a
sassy, virgin heroine. They are flawed, passionate,
and very relatable to readers who enjoy sensual
contemporary romance. Ruby Williams-Chan is
ecstatic when the man of her dream, Brian, invites
her to his ancestor's home on her big overseas trip.
Her plan of a romantic holiday, however, goes
haywire when a hunky Scotsman abducts her to his
Highland Manor. Ruby is outraged by this arrogant
brute who sets her pulse racing and is determined to
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escape at all cost. Her attempts, however, are futile,
and the only option available is to wait for Brian to
rescue her while she plays cat and mouse with her
captor. In order to help his sister, Susan, and her exfiancé, Brian, get back together, over protective
brother Alec Hasting, a rogue Scottish of a billionaire,
whisks the woman he convinced is standing in the
way to his isolated country estate. Making the beauty
stay put and out of trouble, however, is harder than
Alec imagined. Worst of all, he finds her terribly
desirable, her sweet innocence and strong spirit truly
refreshing, and that he’s falling in love with her.

Princess Academy: The Forgotten Sisters
Attending Tivedon should have been the most
exciting time in Jayl's young life. Along with his sister
Myah, they journey to Tivedon and are quickly caught
up in the excitement and eccentricities of the school
and its teaching elders known collectively as 'The
Circle of Tivedon'. Enemies and alliances are swiftly
established between the other students that come
from across the realm of Tiertyn. Yet, as they begin
the next level of their scholastic study in the finer
points of diplomacy and governance, grim tidings
reach the castle walls. An ancient evil is on the rise
threatening to plunge the land into darkness once
again. Tensions begin to rise within the walls of
Tivedon as unexplainable, dreadful events occur
forcing the 'Circle of Tivedon' to act. The situation
worsens as accusations of a traitorous plot involving
friends of Jayl and Myah's from back home and a
fellow student's sovereign land arrive at Tivedon. This
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development ensnares Myah in a conspiratorial and
secretive undertaking at the behest of 'The Circle of
Tivedon'. Jayl, who discovers a temperamental
magical source within himself, becomes the unwitting
focal point of Tivedon's elders' plans to defend Tiertyn
against the army of the resurrected evil Lord
Rimyaroth. Unfortunately, before plans are complete,
the suspicious death of one of Tivedon's elders
followed by the murder of the befriended Captain of
the Guard lands an unjustly accused Jayl into
Tivedon's cells. It is here that Jayl learns of a long ago
hidden talisman which will aid in their fight, which he
must find and return. A hasty and harrowing escape
from the school, which has fallen under the sway of
the enemy, follows under the cover of darkness. With
foes now swelling on all fronts, the elders must split
the students into three groups to have any hope of
stemming the tide that threatens them. Myah, along
with one of the two remaining Tivedon elders, make
their way to the city of Sieli. Their hope is to vindicate
her captured and accused friends as well as turn the
favour of an opportunistic King to their cause. The
second group, led by the other Tivedon elder, races to
join defenders that are hastily forming the first line of
defence against the massing army of Lord Rimyaroth.
Lastly, and much to Jayl's chagrin, he is paired with
two menacing and determined school rivals on his
quest to find the talisman. A perilous mission, it
remains the last vestige of hope to battle against the
dark magic of Lord Rimyaroth. With the unlikely
heroes and heroines heading in separate directions,
three diverse journeys begin.
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Entangled with You
Highland Kiss is a contemporary romance with a
Scottish, alpha male hero and a sassy, virgin heroine.
They are flawed, passionate, and very relatable to
readers who enjoy sensual contemporary
romance.Ruby Williams-Chan is ecstatic when the
man of her dream, Brian, invites her to his ancestor's
home on her big overseas trip. Her plan of a romantic
holiday, however, goes haywire when a hunky
Scotsman abducts her to his Highland Manor. Ruby is
outraged by this arrogant brute who sets her pulse
racing and is determined to escape at all cost. Her
attempts, however, are futile, and the only option
available is to wait for Brian to rescue her while she
plays cat and mouse with her captor.In order to help
his sister, Susan, and her ex-fiancé, Brian, get back
together, over protective brother Alec Hasting whisks
the woman he convinced is standing in the way to his
isolated country estate. Making the beauty stay put
and out of trouble, however, is harder than Alec
imagined. Worst of all, he finds her terribly desirable,
her sweet innocence and strong spirit truly refreshing,
and that he's falling in love with her.

Chained to You
Chained to You
While trying to save her brother from the witch three
years ago, Greta was thrown into the fire herself,
falling through a portal to a dangerous world where
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humans are the enemy, and every ogre, goblin, and
ghoul has a dark side that comes out with the full
moon. To survive, 17-year-old Greta has hidden her
humanity and taken the job of bounty hunter—and
she's good at what she does. So good, she's caught
the attention of Mylena's young Goblin King, the
darkly enticing Isaac, who invades her dreams and
undermines her determination to escape. But Greta's
not the only one looking to get out of Mylena. The full
moon is mere days away, and an ancient evil being
knows she's the key to opening the portal. If Greta
fails, she and the boys she finds stranded in the
woods will die. If she succeeds, no world will be safe
from what follows her back . . .

The Duck Song
Dark. Powerful. Dangerous.James Maxwell is a
billionaire elite who runs his underground businesses
with an iron fist. You're definitely worth two million,
Mia. Think about it. Two million. Five years. Your
brother will go free. It's a contract.Those are the
words of the gorgeous billionaire James Maxwell, the
man who makes my heart race and my body tremble
with longing. I want to refuse his proposal, but how
can I? My brother owes him two million, and as dirt
poor as we are, there's no way we can find that much
money to repay him. What's worse, I think I'm falling
in love with the man who thinks I'm just his
mistress.My name is Mia Donovan. I'm a twenty-twoyear-old small-town girl working as a kitchen hand to
make ends meet. My world is changing--both for the
better and for the worse. James Maxwell, a gorgeous
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billionaire with beautiful Prussian-blue eyes, is the
man behind this. He makes my heart flutter and my
knees shake. When he kisses me, my world melts into
a pool of exotic sensation. But his world is dark and
dangerous, and being with him is a risk both to my life
and my sanity.This is our story.

A Seductive Kiss
Sexy. Powerful. Lethal. William Bosworth is one of the
billionaire elites who rule Las Vegas with an iron fist.
When I helped the powerful billionaire William
Bosworth, after he’d received a severe beating one
night in a back street of Las Vegas three years ago, I
did not expect my life to turn out this way—becoming
a pet to the influential man who makes my heart ache
for him, who not only sees me as his plaything, but as
someone who is special to him, someone who loves
him unconditionally. My name is Savannah White, and
I was sold as a pet, a sex toy, by my stepmother to
the highest bidder in order to pay off her gambling
debt. William Bosworth is that highest bidder. He is
now my master, and I must obey his every
command—be it outside or inside the bedroom,
behind closed doors where his show of adoration
makes me burn for more. This is our story. Keywords:
romance ebook, sexy romance, steamy contemporary
romance, steamy romance, steamy billionaire
romance, sexy billionaire romance

The Earl's Desire
I keep thinking about your obedient, licentious body
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and how much I want you. These are the words of the
gorgeous billionaire James Maxwell, the man with
whom I signed a contract in exchange for my
brother's freedom, the man who trapped me in his
world of exotic seduction, a world that thrilled,
terrified, and confused me. My name is Mia Donovan,
a twenty-two-year-old, small-town girl, previously
working as kitchen hand to make ends meet. My
world is changing-both for better and worse. James
Maxwell, a gorgeous billionaire with beautiful Prussianblue eyes, is the man behind this. His domain is dark
and dangerous, and I know being with him is not only
a risk both to my life and my sanity, but to that of my
brother Andy as well. And so our story continues

A Secret Kiss
One girl. Seven sexy demon lords with dark, sinister
powers. An unexpected detour to a beautiful kingdom
of roses and magic. What could possibly go wrong?
My name is Alfie, a girl who is magically transported
to Aurora Realm and taken in by seven, sexy demon
lords who rule the kingdom of Acaedien. After I
discovered that I have strong pure qi—one of the
three most powerful and rare types—stirred a bit of
trouble that almost led to the destruction of a whole
city, and acquired myself boyfriends with dark,
sinister qi, my new companions and I are now on a
journey to the Wulin Kingdom for the realm’s
international conference. Then, of course, the
unexpected happens. My body’s physiology is
changing, and amongst these changes is the
production of qi nectar, which has an overwhelmingly
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sweet scent that could drive demons mad. Making a
pit stop to erase the unwelcome sweet scent is top
priority and we land in the Forbidden Forest, a
beautiful kingdom of roses and magic. Of course,
need I mention that in the background, those who
hunger for my power are hot on my heels and hunting
me down? Alfie and the Seven Demon Lords story is a
reverse harem fantasy romance. Aurora Realm Fairy
Tales Series (In Order of Timeline) 1: The Beast and I
(Lilly and Aslan) 2: The Magic of the Aurora Light (Alfie
and the Seven Demon Lords) 3: Seven Devils and a
Rose (Alfie and the Seven Demon Lords) 4: A Kingdom
of Roses and Magic (Alfie and the Seven Demon Lords
with Aslan and Lilly Cameo) 5: A Court of Roses and
Stardust (Alfie and the Seven Demon Lords with Aslan
and Lilly Cameo) - COMING SOON

Shadowspell Academy: The Culling Trials
Dirty Rumor
The first-ever standalone superspecial in the Goddess
Girls series—let the games begin! Athena, Medusa,
Artemis, and Persephone are sick and tired of being
left out of the annual boys-only Olympic Games. Their
solution? The Girl Games! But as the Goddess Girls
work to make their dream into a reality, they come up
against plenty of chaos and competition. Told in
alternating points of view, this superspecial is packed
with Olympic spirit!

Chained by Love
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When Sakura once again meets the gorgeous
brothers, Sebastian and Darcy Princeton, forbidden
feelings are awakened and old flame ignites. Sakura
is accustomed to being rejected, hated, bullied, and
unloved. When she is taken in by the Princetons, she
works hard to earn the family's trust and love. Her
endeavor, however, ultimately leads to a series of
unfortunate incidents.Now years later, the twentythree-year-old beauty dreads the moment she once
again has to meet the drop-dead gorgeous Princeton
brothers, due to arrive for their cousin's wedding.
Dodging their very presence is next to impossible
since the brothers are attracted to her like moths to a
flame and thwart her escapes at every turn. This
leads to ungodly, tempting situations, awakens
forbidden feelings, and ignites old flames that have
been suppressed and lying dormant for many
years.When she finds them competing for her, she is
torn between Sebastian Princeton, the brother who
loves her and watches over her from a distance, and
Darcy Princeton, the brother who was once her best
friend and now secretly yearns for her forgiveness
and her love once again.

A Kingdom of Roses and Magic
One young woman. Seven brothers. When she falls in
love with two, which brother will she choose?When
orphan Sakura Princeton once again meets her
gorgeous adopted brothers, Sebastian and Darcy
Princeton, forbidden feelings are awakened and old
flame ignites.Orphan Sakura, with no last name, is
accustomed to being rejected, hated, bullied, and
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unloved. When she is adopted by the wealthy
Princeton family, her seven brothers refuse to accept
her, and her two sisters constantly bully her. Instead
of admitting defeat, she gladly takes on her new life
with a brave face, working hard to earn her new
siblings' trust and love. Her endeavor, however,
ultimately leads to a series of unfortunate incidents.
Now years later, the twenty-three-year-old beauty
dreads the moment she once again has to meet the
drop-dead gorgeous brothers, due to arrive for their
cousin's wedding. Dodging their very presence is next
to impossible since the brothers, who have forgotten
who she is entirely, are attracted to her like moths to
a flame and thwart her escapes at every turn. This, of
course, leads to ungodly, tempting situations,
awakens forbidden feelings, and ignites old flames
that have been suppressed and laid dormant for
many years. When she finds them competing for herNOT for her sisterly affection, which she still deeply
craves, but for her love as a woman-she is torn
between Sebastian Princeton, the brother who loves
her and watches over her from a distance, and Darcy
Princeton, the brother who was once her best friend
and now secretly yearns for her forgiveness and her
love once again.

The Billionaire's Hired Girlfriend
A full-length dark academy romance, the second and
final book in the Assassin's Academy series. An
enemies to lovers romance for fans of action and
intrigue.I only know three things for certain. First, the
Assassin's Legion will stop at nothing to annihilate
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every student at Bloodwing Academy. Second, my
power is growing rapidly and my true nature will soon
be beyond my control. Third, Striker Draven's love will
destroy me.Oh, and there's a fourth: Striker's ex has
returned and she's intent on getting him
back.Determined to protect my friends, I'll fight any
attack on the Academy. I'll curb my inner nature to
keep them safe. I'll even take on Striker's ex. But
mind and body, heart and soul, love is my poison.

Seven Devils and a Rose
The brothers had decided that Sakura was in great
danger where Richard Collins was concerned after all.
The man was a flirt- even worst than Tristan- and they
knew he had his sights set on Sakura the moment he
laid his eyes on her. he looked like he'd just seen an
angel descending from heaven.

Flight (The Crescent Chronicles #1)
Chained to You, A Dark Billionaires Series, is
published in serialized volumes. This is the first
volume of Chained to You. CHAINED TO YOU:
BOUNDED James Maxwell Dark. Powerful. Dangerous.
James Maxwell is one of the billionaire elites who rule
Las Vegas City with an iron fist. This is his story.
You're definitely worth two million, Mia. Think about it.
Two million. Five years. Your brother will go free. It's a
contract. These are the words of the gorgeous
billionaire James Maxwell, the man who makes my
heart race and my body tremble with longing. I want
to refuse his proposal, but how can I? My brother
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owes him two million, and as dirt poor as we are,
there's no way we can find that much money to repay
him. What's worse, I think I'm falling in love with the
man who thinks I'm just his mistress. My name is Mia
Donovan, a twenty-two-year-old, small town girl
working as a kitchen hand to make ends meet. My
world is changing-both for the better and worse.
James Maxwell, a gorgeous billionaire with beautiful
Prussian blue eyes, is the man behind this. He makes
my heart flutter and my knees weak. When he kisses
me, my world melts into a pool of exotic sensation.
But his world is dark and dangerous, and being with
him is a risk both to my life and my sanity. This is our
story.

Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionary
Sarah and Brianna have always been friends, and it's
always gone like this: guys talk to Sarah in order to
get closer to Brianna. So even though Sarah met Ryan
first, she's not surprised that he ends up with Brianna
(even though Sarah has a massive crush on him). The
three of them hang out, and Sarah and Ryan's
friendship grows until one night an innocent exchange
between them leads to a moment that makes Sarah
realize that Ryan might be interested in her after all.
But if there's one unwritten rule, it's this: you don't
mess around with a friend's boyfriend. So Sarah tries
to resist temptation. But with the three of them
thrown together more and more, tension builds
between Sarah and Ryan, and when they find
themselves alone together at one point, they realize
they just can't fight how they feel anymore.
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The Circle of Tivedon
When orphan Sakura Tanaka sneaks into a famous
Japanese designer's fashion show in order to meet her
biological mother, she doesn't anticipate a
complication that will turn her world upside down.
Through mistaken identity, she ends up modelling for
the designer, which in turn leads to an unexpected
encounter with her seven drop-dead gorgeous
adoptive brothers, two of which have intentions for
her heart. One of them is Sebastian Princeton, the
handsome multi-billionaire real estate investor, who
isn't afraid to show his feelings for her and openly
pursues her. The other is Darcy Princeton, the multibillionaire game designer and entrepreneur, whose
love Sakura has always secretly possessed. To whom
will Sakura ultimately give her heart?

Sakura
One girl. Transported to a realm full of magic and
paranormal creatures. A rare pure power. Seven
hunky men. A fairy tale with a twist. My name is Alfie.
I’m nothing special. Just your average nineteen-yearold girl doing her best at life. Then that happens. The
unexpected. The impossible. The magic. When I first
set foot on St. James Manor, a charming old house my
parents bought and turned into a retreat for writers, I
feel a sense of connection with the magical place.
One night, I’m inadvertently transported to another
realm. Disorientated and afraid of my new,
mysterious surroundings, I’m found by two dark
warrior lords who mistake me for a boy. They even
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suspect that I am a member of a loose, violent
banditry that is raiding their kingdom and kidnapping
the civilians. Despite having a fun and adventurous
soul, I find nothing exciting as these two gorgeous
warriors, Caleb and Felix, take me back to their camp
and proceed to grill me about my background. When
a group of bandits pursues me, and I am lost in the
wild, dangerous woods, an alluring vision-in-white of a
lord appears. His name is Geoffrey, and his enthralling
charm fascinates me. All that I want is to return
home. But little do I know that finding a way home is
the least of my worries because there are those with
dark power who are hunting me down. Alfie and the
Seven Demon Lords story is a reverse harem fantasy
romance. Aurora Realm Fairy Tales Series (In Order of
Timeline) 1: The Beast and I (Lilly and Aslan) 2: The
Magic of the Aurora Light (Alfie and the Seven Demon
Lords) 3: Seven Devils and a Rose (Alfie and the
Seven Demon Lords) 4: A Kingdom of Roses and
Magic (Alfie and the Seven Demon Lords with Aslan
and Lilly Cameo) 5: A Court of Roses and Stardust
(Alfie and the Seven Demon Lords with Aslan and Lilly
Cameo) - COMING SOON

Assassin's Academy
Sakura and the seven Princeton brothers, along with
their families and friends, are heading off to Hawaii
for the fashion photo shoot. Immersed in the exotic
scenery and exquisite beaches, the love confessions
Sakura receives from Sebastian and Darcy Princeton
are more passionate than ever. When she finally
makes her decision and professes her heart’s desire
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to the two men, danger lurks just around the corner
and threatens to destroy her chance at happiness.

The Billionaire's Love
My name is Mia Donovan, a twenty-two-year-old,
small-town girl who became the billionaire James
Maxwell's mistress-turned-girlfriend. My life is in
danger, as I have been kidnapped by a man from my
dark past, a man who would do anything to keep me
at his repulsive mercy. But I know James loves me,
and he will not allow this bastard to take me away
from him. James will come for me, and when he does,
all hell will break loose. Our story continues

Seduced by You
A Teenage Girl Torn from her Family Must Survive a
Series of Deadly Trials to Earn her Place in a
Dangerous School of Magic, from Bestselling Authors
K.F. Breene and Shannon Mayer You don't choose The
Academy. The Academy chooses you. I had no idea
how those words would change my life, until the day
the most dangerous man I’ve ever met waltzed onto
my farm and left us a death sentence. My younger
brother has been chosen for The Academy: the
prestigious, secret school of magic hidden within the
folds of our mundane world. A place where there’s no
guarantee you’ll make it out alive. If he doesn't go,
our entire family will be killed. It’s the same invitation
my older brother received three years ago—and he
never came home. The Academy has already killed
one sibling, and I’ll be damned if they take another.
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So I do the only thing an older sister can: chop off my
hair, strap on two bras to flatten the girls, and take
my brother’s place. Magic and monsters are real.
Assassins are coming for me, and the dead are prone
to rise. What’s a girl faking it as a boy supposed to
do? Being accepted into an elite school of magic,
monsters, and assassins was not my idea of higher
education. But here I am, fighting my way through the
deadly physical and mental tests of the Culling Trials
to claim my right to be taught. In a cutthroat world
where no one is as they seem, the golden rule is
simple: Trust no one. The Academy tells us we should
just look out for ourselves. That we should leave the
fallen behind and ask no questions. Not on my watch.

Sakura
All Timberlyn wants is to get out of her small town,
where she's branded a freak just because she
happens to wear all black and draw gruesome
monsters in her notebooks. When a letter arrives
saying she's been accepted to the mysterious
Ravenwood Academy for the Exceptionally Gifted, she
jumps at the chance. Never mind that she's not sure
what she's supposedly gifted at, or the fact that she
doesn't remember actually applying there. When she
arrives, the school seems like a dream full of beautiful
people ready to befriend her. There's only one
problem with Ravenwood: it's run by the Wolf
brothers, three surly, thuggish, insanely gorgeous
guys. Timberlyn's new friends give strict instructions
to stay far away from them. Unfortunately, she's not
good at taking orders. When girls at the school begin
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disappearing, Timberlyn refuses to maintain the
status quo. She's sure the Wolf boys are up to
something, and if she has to, she'll take them down
herself. That is, if they don't take her down first. This
is a reverse harem novel suitable for ages 16+ due to
language and mature themes.

Greta and the Goblin King
Dark. Magical. Powerful. Beastly. Aslan McTavish is
the Magical Beast King who rules the Forbidden
Forest, one of the nine kingdoms in the Aurora Realm.
My name is Lilly, and I have lived in the basement of a
manor all my life with my beloved mother, working
away like a pair of slaves for the people who live in
comfort upstairs. After my mother’s death, I am told
that I am to be sacrificed to the magical beast who
rules the Forbidden Forest, in return for the village’s
protection, wealth, and prosperity. Refusing to resign
myself to my fate, I plan to escape, only to be caught
again by none other than the beast himself, whose
demonic mask and beautiful green eyes both frighten
and fascinate me. Thus, begins the story of the Beast
and I. The Beast and I is an alternative retelling of the
beloved fairy tale Beauty and the Beast, set in the
Aurora Realm, where paranormal creatures reside,
magical power and technology go hand in hand, and
love is a forever thing. Aurora Realm Fairy Tales
Series (In Order of Timeline) 1: The Beast and I (Lilly
and Aslan) 2: The Magic of the Aurora Light (Alfie and
the Seven Demon Lords) 3: Seven Devils and a Rose
(Alfie and the Seven Demon Lords) 4: A Kingdom of
Roses and Magic (Alfie and the Seven Demon Lords
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with Aslan and Lilly Cameo) 5: A Court of Roses and
Stardust (Alfie and the Seven Demon Lords with Aslan
and Lilly Cameo) - COMING SOON

The Unwritten Rule
When orphan Sakura Tanaka sneaks into a famous
Japanese designer’s fashion show in order to meet her
biological mother, she doesn’t anticipate a
complication that will turn her world upside down.
Through mistaken identity, she ends up modelling for
the designer, which in turn leads to an unexpected
encounter with her seven drop-dead gorgeous
adoptive brothers, two of which have intentions for
her heart. One of them is Sebastian Princeton, the
handsome multibillionaire real estate investor, who
isn’t afraid to show his feelings for her and openly
pursues her. The other is Darcy Princeton, the
multibillionaire game designer and entrepreneur,
whose love Sakura has always secretly possessed. To
whom will Sakura ultimately give her heart?

A Secret Proposal Part 1
Eighteen-year-old Haru Ono has been in love with
Aiden Davis since he was in middle school. Trying to
keep his feelings under wraps is annoyingly hard
when they’re living under the same roof, more so
since Aiden is so caring and selflessly showers him
with kindness. Haru knows family is important to
Aiden, who has been shouldering the burden of
raising five younger siblings, and it’s best Haru never
reveals his feelings to Aiden. Then again, an eighteenPage 18/29
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year-old boy with raging hormones can only bottle up
so much until everything starts to burst. Haru’s story
is a BL (Boy's Love, Yaoi, MM) harem romance. The
uke (Haru) will gain his hunky alpha men (semes) one
at a time as his story progresses. Haru’s Story
(Stepbrothers BL Harem) 1 - Haru to Aiden 2 - Aiden
to Haru 3 - Noah to Haru 4 - Mason to Haru 5 - Shrine
Maiden (coming soon) Keywords: romance ebook,
sexy romance, steamy contemporary romance,
steamy romance, steamy gay romance, sexy gay
romance, free romance series starters, free romance
ebook, free steamy gay romance, free mm romance,
free yaoi light novel, free boys love light novel, free bl
light novel, free steamy yaoi light novel, free steamy
bl light novel, free steamy yaoi light novel, free
stepbrother bl novel, free stepbrother yaoi novel, free
yaoi harem, free bl harem, gay harem romance, gay
stepbrother romance, mm stepbrother romance, boy's
love novel, boys love.

A Demon's Wrath
An accident that should end in tragedy instead gives
seventeen-year-old Jamie Baker a slew of
uncontrollable superhuman abilities. To keep her
secret safe Jamie socially exiles herself, earning the
title of Rocklin High's resident ice queen. But during a
supercharged encounter with star quarterback Ryan
Miller she literally kisses anonymity goodbye. Now the
annoyingly irresistible Ryan will stop at nothing to
melt the heart of the ice queen and find out what
makes her so special. Unfortunately, Ryan is not the
only person on to her secret. Will Jamie learn to
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contain her unstable powers before being discovered
by the media or turned into a government lab rat?
More importantly, can she throw Ryan Miller off her
trail before falling in love with him?

Chained to You
Dark. Powerful. Dangerous.James Maxwell is a
billionaire elite who runs his underground businesses
with an iron fist.My name is Mia Donovan, a twentytwo-year-old, small-town girl who has signed a
contract with the billionaire elite James Maxwell in
exchange for protection and my brother's freedom.
Since I've become James's mistress, my world has
changed-both for better and worse. I've come to
realize that I'm in love with this man, who shows me a
side to him that he doesn't show to the outside world,
the kind and caring traits that tug deep in my
heartstrings. My days with him are filled with
contentment and happiness. But little do I know this
will not last because there is danger lurking just
around the corner.And so our story continues

Sakura: a Secret Affair
My money couldn’t save me from betrayal, and it
couldn’t save my lover’s life. Now I’m a broken man,
headed back to New York to save my own skin. I’ll be
the talk of the town the moment my plane hits the
runway. None of it matters…until Carolyn. She sees
past the money to the man underneath, and it brings
me back from the brink of death. The only problem?
She sees too much. She knows too much. I’m falling
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too hard, and too fast. If my secrets tear us apart, I
won’t survive it. But I’ve already rolled the dice. Now I
have to let them fall where they may…no matter the
consequences.

Medusa the Mean
Zack Dylan has a dream. He wants to sing on the
biggest stages, for the biggest crowds, and he'll do
whatever it takes to make it come true. But Zack also
made a promise to his college sweetheart when he
left Kentucky to compete on the popular TV show
Fifteen Minutes: If he made it, nothing would change
him or his faith in God. Overnight, Zack becomes the
nation's most popular contestant, a country singer
comparable to a young Tim McGraw. As his star rises,
Zack is often asked to compromise and quiet his
beliefs. Just as he's on the verge of winning it all, his
choices lead him to the brink of personal disaster.
Meanwhile, a former Fifteen Minuteswinner is
searching for meaning amidst her own private losses.
Can she warn Zack about the real price of fame? Or
will Zack lose everything he loves for his fifteen
minutes of glory?

A Seductive Love
Chained to You, A Dark Billionaires Series, is
published in serialized volumes. This is the second
volume of Chained to You. CHAINED TO YOU:
CONTRACTED James Maxwell Dark. Powerful.
Dangerous. James Maxwell is one of the billionaire
elites who rule Las Vegas City with an iron fist. This is
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his story. I keep thinking about your obedient,
licentious body and how much I want you. These are
the words of the gorgeous billionaire James Maxwell,
the man with whom I signed a contract in exchange
for my brother's freedom, the man who trapped me in
his world of exotic seduction, a world that thrilled,
terrified, and confused me. My name is Mia Donovan,
a twenty-two-year-old, small-town girl, previously
working as kitchen hand to make ends meet. My
world is changing-both for better and worse. James
Maxwell, a gorgeous billionaire with beautiful Prussianblue eyes, is the man behind this. His domain is dark
and dangerous, and I know being with him is not only
a risk both to my life and my sanity, but to that of my
brother Andy as well. And so our story continues

The Beast and I
Chan After the death of her grandmother, Chandra
Chandler, known affectionately as Chan, and her two
sisters move to Australia to escape their past and
build a better life. When a fortune-teller reveals to
Chan she will fall in love with a man who is as bright
as the sun, she dismisses the very idea as hocus
pocus. But when gorgeous Sam Harrington and his
daughter waltz into her life, Chan’s world turns upside
down. Sam draws her to him like a moth to a flame
with his good looks, charismatic personality, and
kindness. Most of all, his warm gaze and gentle
touches tempt her with the promise of seduction—a
dangerous territory she is afraid to enter, yet longs to
experience. Sam After the death of his wife in a freak
accident, multibillionaire Sam Harrington is sick of
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women throwing themselves at his feet simply
because they are attracted to his enormous bank
account and good looks. When he bumps into Chan,
he knows instantly she is different. He’s attracted to
her and wants her. When he discovers this strong,
beautiful woman is broken inside and in danger of
losing herself, he vows to protect and love her
unconditionally.

Fifteen Minutes
The Billionaire’s Hired Girlfriend is a new adult
contemporary romance with an alpha male hero and a
geeky, virgin heroine. They are flawed, funny,
passionate, and very relatable for readers who enjoy
contemporary romance and women’s fiction with
strong family value. Alexandra Stewart is dating the
man of her dreams. But there’s a catch. The date is a
masquerade and her Mr. Hot-Choc is gay, or so she
thinks Family oriented Alexandra Stewart, known as
Alex to family and friends, is in desperate need of
money for her dad’s heart surgery. She is stoked
when gorgeous, billionaire Jayden McCartney
unexpectedly barges into her life and offers to help.
On one condition. She must pretend to be his
girlfriend. One look at Jay tells her to run in the
opposite direction. He is too good-looking, too
successful, and too rich for her liking. When she is
told Jay is gay and that his family is matchmaking him
with a woman he doesn’t love, she feels sorry for him.
Thinking that she’d kill two birds with one stone, Alex
agrees to the proposal. Now, the only problem is how
does she prevent herself from falling madly in love
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with Jay when the way he looks at her makes her
heart tremble and his touches set her body on fire?
Hot, recently single billionaire Jayden McCartney has
to bring his girlfriend to his sister’s wedding in order
to stop the matchmaking his grandmother has
planned for him. Not in the mood for dating or a new
woman after the discovery of his cheating ex, he hires
a perfect candidate as his girlfriend in Alexandra
Stewart. Alex, however, thinks he’s crazy. It’s only
when he commits a sinful lie that would damage his
manhood severely does she agree to help. He
convinces her that he is gay and that the possibility of
his family finding out would ruin them financially and
socially. Now, Jay has to pretend to be batting for the
other team, which turns out to be no easy task where
the geeky turn sexy Alex is concerned because he
wants her, and what Jay wants, he certainly will get.

Ravenwood Academy: Year One: Wolf
Moon
A New York Times Bestseller In this third book in New
York Times bestselling, Newbery Honor-winning
author Shannon Hale's Princess Academy series, Miri
goes from student . . . to teacher! Miri has spent a
year at the king's palace, learning all about being a
proper princess. But instead of returning to her
beloved Mount Eskel, Miri is ordered to journey to a
distant swamp and start a princess academy for three
sisters, cousins of the royal family. Unfortunately,
Astrid, Felissa, and Sus are more interested in hunting
and fishing than becoming princesses. As Miri spends
more time with the sisters, she realizes the king and
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queen's interest in them hides a long-buried secret.
She must rely on her own strength and intelligence to
unravel the mystery, protect the girls, complete her
assignment, and finally make her way home. Don't
miss any of these other books from New York Times
bestselling author Shannon Hale: The Princess
Academy trilogy Princess Academy Princess Academy:
Palace of Stone Princess Academy: The Forgotten
Sisters The Books of Bayern The Goose Girl Enna
Burning River Secrets Forest Born Book of a Thousand
Days Dangerous Graphic Novels with Dean Hale,
illustrated by Nathan Hale Rapunzel's Revenge
Calamity Jack For Adults Austenland Midnight in
Austenland The Actor and the Housewife

The Billionaire's Kiss
When Sakura once again meets her gorgeous
adoptive brothers, Sebastian and Darcy Princeton,
forbidden feelings are awakened and an old flame
ignites.When orphan Sakura Tanaka sneaks into a
famous Japanese designer's fashion show in order to
meet her biological mother, she doesn't anticipate a
complication that will turn her world upside down.
Through mistaken identity, she ends up modelling for
the designer, which in turn leads to an unexpected
encounter with her seven drop-dead gorgeous
adoptive brothers, two of which have intentions for
her heart. One of them is Sebastian Princeton, the
handsome multi-billionaire real estate investor, who
isn't afraid to show his feelings for her and openly
pursues her. The other is Darcy Princeton, the multibillionaire game designer and entrepreneur, whose
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love Sakura has always secretly possessed. To whom
will Sakura ultimately give her heart?

Kiwi Bride
Seeking to become immortal like the other Goddess
Girls, Medusa searches for a magical necklace, an
effort that is compromised by her mean reputation,
her snaky hair, and unexpected consequences.

Being Jamie Baker
Sometimes you just have to take flight. A summer in
New Orleans is exactly what Allie needs before
starting college. Accepting her dad’s invitation to
work at his hotel offers an escape from her exboyfriend and the chance to spend the summer with
her best friend. Meeting a guy is the last thing on her
mind—until she sees Levi. Unable to resist the
infuriating yet alluring Levi, Allie finds herself at the
center of a supernatural society and forced to decide
between following the path she has always trusted or
saving a city that might just save her. *Mature YA/ NA
Paranormal Romance*

Haru to Aiden
Worldly and influential, Merrick William Hasting, Earl
of Huntingdon, is the catch of the season. It is
expected of him to propose the belle of the ton. On
his way to his country estate, Merrick saves a youth
name Chris from being beaten to death and takes him
to his grand home. Suddenly, Merrick begins to feel
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an undercurrent of emotions toward Chris, emotions
he has lost since the mysterious death of his wife. Not
to mention an attraction of the sexual type so
powerful, he thinks he has gone mad. The desire is
entirely unnatural and against God's rule of nature,
and he must at all cost annihilate his sinful craving.
Shy and loyal to her boot, Christine Smith is
disguising herself as a lad in order to protect herself
and her family. After Merrick has saved her and
fostered her in his home, her devotion and love for
him knows no bound. She, however, is very confused
and hurt when he starts pushing her away after the
arrival of his guests. She knows those vile, scheming
beautiful women are competing for his hand in
marriage, and she uses her wits and tricks to protect
him. Trying to convince the stubborn man so,
however, is very hard indeed, especially where his
heart is concern.

The Girl Games
Sakura and the seven Princeton brothers, along with
their family and friends, are heading off to Hawaii for
a fashion photo shoot. Immersed in the exotic scenery
and exquisite beach, the love confessions Sakura
receives from Sebastian and Darcy Princeton are
more passionate than ever. When she finally makes
her decision and professes her heart's desire to the
two men, danger lurks just around the corner and
threatens to destroy her chance at happiness.

A Seductive Proposal
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A determined duck pleads for grapes at the most
unlikely of places: a lemonade stand. The story and
song in this comical, musical picture book will delight
both adults and children, who can play the song aloud
while learning important lessons about persistence
and compassion.
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